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Exhaust Hood Design Conveyor Discharge HoodsConveyor Discharge Hoods

Loading Area Hood Design
Whole Plant Exhaust Systems



This is an exhaust system, for a large metals separation plant. There are cyclones, y g p p y
air tables, screens, conveyors, and mills. Note the numerous exhaust pick-up 

points. Total system volume was approx. 40,000 cfm.



This is an exhaust 
system, for a large ASR 
metals separationmetals separation 
plant.

Above is the 3D model 
of the e ha st s stemof the exhaust system.
Below is a photo of the 
actual installation.

Contractors have some 
liberty in the field, 
missing conduits, 
lights braces etc inlights, braces, etc. in 
order to fit the ductwork 
into existing facilities.



Hood design, is based on a calculated or reference Capture Velocity. Please note 
here how the width and length of the capture hood fit to a specific area. The 
equipment  is enclosed, and has a small area of discharge that liberates dust.



Some hood designs, are an extreme challenge. As seen here in a 
h dd d i f d Th T t it ll d d i dshredder and infeed area. The Trumpet, as it was called was designed 

using CFD software. Still was just over 70% efficient. 30% was not able 
to be captured. But this was a significant improvement over 0%!



This is an Investment Casting Facility. In short, OSHA cited the facility for having no 
local workstation exhaust RASPIR redesigned a whole new system adding inlocal workstation exhaust. RASPIR redesigned a whole new system adding in 
workstation exhaust hoods, custom designed, into the existing. Field testing, 
workstation studies, and calculations. Results? OSHA sent away, no fines.



CFD software is a valuable tool. Here, and specially designed, 60,000 CFM system, 
was not providing a uniform air flow through the materials As evidenced here there iswas not providing a uniform air flow through the materials. As evidenced here there is 
a venturi, which was effective, but a terminal boxed area, which was only partially 
effective.  Note the large volume and velocity on the left side of the boxed area. 



CFD software is a valuable tool.   Different Velocities can be viewed as shown at 
right And on the left a planar cut thru showing the different velocities thru sections ofright. And on the left a planar cut thru showing the different velocities thru sections of 
the ductwork.  These graphic tools, help to refine the design. This unique design, was 
using 60,000 CFM, and high 7,000 FPM velocities in some areas.



Finished engineering drawing for a overall plant exhaust ventilation system.
RASPIR, provided the details too.



We provide extensive engineering services. This 
Exhaust Ventilation System Overview, is one part.y p

Please contact us below. We know we can help.
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